
www.marketinsight.edfenergy.comSign up for your daily updates at 

   What is it?
     A round-up of the previous day’s closing prices by 
      MarexSpectron, covering the UK and key European 
       markets for power, gas, coal and emissions.

        What is its value?
         A fast, one page update on the key markets that 
         affect wholesale energy prices.

                        What is it?
                   A twice-daily update of the latest wholesale prices with insight 
                and analysis from EDF Energy market experts.

          What is its value?
    Timed for the two periods in the day when the market is most liquid 
to help inform your trading and purchasing decisions.

         What is it?
        A dashboard charting the changes to the power 
       and commodity market prices over time, on a daily
      and weekly basis, with commentary from EDF Energy 
     market experts.

   What is its value?
  Follow market trends with insights into the key 
movements that could affect your next purchase. 

         What is it?
             Your morning forecast of the day’s weather from the 
                Met Office including changes to minimum and maximum 
                   temperatures for the day.

                        What is its value?
                           An early morning indicator of how temperatures are 
                             likely to shape demand for power throughout the day.
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EDF Energy makes it easy 
for you to keep on top 
of changes in the energy 
market with our 24/7 
Market Insight energy 
portal. 

Whether you visit daily, 
drop in monthly 
or just take a quick look 
quarterly, you’ll find 
up-to-the-minute insight 
that can help you track 
prices and get the story 
behind them from our 
trusted forecasting experts. 
So you can have more 
informed conversations 
and make better decisions 
about the energy you use, 
buy and recommend.

A day in the life of Market Insight


